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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. Option D
B. Option C
C. Option A
D. Option B
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following is NOT an ATM application?
A. ATM workgroup and campus networks
B. Internet backbones
C. Web browsers
D. Residential broadband networks
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have a computer that runs Windows 10. The computer is in a workgroup. The computer is
used to provide visitors with access to the Internet.
You need to configure the computer to meet the following requirements:
* Always sign in automatically as User1.
* Start an application named App1.exe at sign-in.

What should you use to meet each requirement? To answer, select the appropriate options in
the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
References:
http://www.itexpertmag.com/server/complete-manageability-at-no-extra-cost

NEW QUESTION: 4
When you are getting information about a web server, it is very important to know the HTTP
Methods (
(
GET, POST, HEAD, PUT, DELETE, TRACE) that are available because there are two critical
methods PUT and DELETE). PUT can upload a file to the server and DELETE can delete a file
from the server.
You can detect all these methods (GET, POST, HEAD, PUT, DELETE, TRACE) using NMAP script
engine.
What nmap script will help you with this task?
A. http-methods
B. http-headers
C. http enum
D. http-git
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
You can check HTTP method vulnerability using NMAP.
Example: #nmap -script=http-methods.nse 192.168.0.25
References: http://solutionsatexperts.com/http-method-vulnerability-check-using-nmap/
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